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M u s i c  f o r  C i r c l e  

 
THE SECOND WELL TRUST presents ‘Music for Circle’ 

A Teaching from Songee, early 1991 

 

 
This teaching is published in ‘The Facets of the Diamond’. 

Could it be suitable to play music before the Circle begins as it seems we are sometimes losing power? 

Songee: Music is always welcome it assists from this side for us to work with (?you). 

Is there any special kind of music more suitable than others? 

Songee: Any music that feels right for now, some will calm, some will bring out that which has to be 

brought, some for healing of the soul, some for the mind, some for the physical body the energy that 

releases into the ether of this room is something that can be used over here by us. Those who are in 

charge of such things. 

You can use at times, flowers or anything of nature that also brings a vibration of higher nature, you 

may bring even earth, bring water from the sea, river and lake. 

The water you bring from the sea, river, - not to drink - will open it up to the atmosphere of the room. 

You will be surprised at some of the things that you receive. What you receive, different vibrations, 

different things, different times. You can bring rocks from the ground, they bring their own vibration to 

the room. Even like to bring the food into the centre of the group especially at the time of the harvest. 

I had an orchid plant in the room and I thought that with the energy it would be healthy unfortunately it 

died. What was the reason for this please? 

Songee: The energy can sometimes be too great for the living organism. If you wish you can filter it out 

by putting a screen around it otherwise it can become cooked, this allows a certain amount to go to it. It 

takes too much energy for itself and it does not stay here but returns to the spirit world from whence it 

came. 

Sometimes it can be that the organism is at the end of its natural life. No matter how long you may 

think that it should be. It too has a destiny path to fulfil, do not grieve too long it will come back into 

spirit. All things return to spirit. Every grain of food that you eat, every leaf is returned to spirit. It gives 

blood to you so that you may live and returns from whence it came, nothing is lost. 
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“These words come from Oneness, of Songee to the people of the Earth, for teaching, for people to 

learn, to grow, to come into the Light. And you desire to tell You friends all about this word, please 

do so. Please show them the word of Songee. Let them see the word. It may be that you need to 

copy it or to take a copy to gift to them.” SONGEE 

Please remember that Songee's words are copyright to The Second Well Trust and the copyright of 

the music remains with the Artist.  

We invite you to make copies and share the Songee Teachings with your friends however please do 

not rewrite or publish Songee words/pictures/videos on your own website, magazine or similar 

without permission from the Publisher. 

 

 


